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Vast and varied, patagonia is muddy rainforest, wild rivers, glaciated peaks and 
the windblown steppe skating to some lost horizon. you can’t deny its grandeur. it 
whispers possibility. Shared by chile and argentina, this remote region sits at the 
tip of the continent. it has been the opiate of great adventurers, those who attempt 
to climb its sheer towers, traverse the continental ice cap or, like writer Bruce 
chatwin, simply lose themselves wandering its great expanse. Today, a number of 
outstanding parks and private reserves frame this two-thousand-kilometer stretch 
of andean wilderness. The maps stoke our imagination. patagonia still has hundreds 
of unnamed mountains, contours inaccessible and unexplored, stories frozen in 
their layers. 

The truth is that in patagonia much remains to be discovered. That mere notion 
should put the thud in your pulse. you can start with the world-renowned treks 
around Torres del paine and the fitz roy range, but on dozens of others you are 
more likely to spot a condor than another human being. patagonian trails can take 
you through pristine forests to the rim of glaciers, under granite monoliths and over 
rickety suspension bridges, well beyond the crowds. its remoteness doesn’t make it 
hard to travel. Though characteristically slow-paced, patagonia is one of the safest 
destinations in South america. 

yet, since the patagonian ethos is built on deep solitude and bullying weather, the 
going isn’t always easy. But that’s probably what hooked you in the first place.
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